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 "THE GIFT THAT KEEPS GIVING (#1):  HOPE" 

 (1 Peter 1:3-9) 
© 2019 Rev. Dr. Brian E. Germano 

[PROPS NEEDED:  2 Video clips; Series gift box] 
[McKendree U.M.C.; 1-13-19] 

 --I-- 

1. Read Text (NRSV): 1 Peter 1:3-9 and Pray. 

2. WATCH VIDEO "Let Your Light Shine" (SkitGuys.com Studios)  (Time: 2:50) 

  A--So, what is it that usually happens at your house after Christmas?  When you take 
        down your decorations and (yes) even your lights, do you metaphorically "pack away 
        Jesus" for another year along with all those, ...OR are you willing (like in this video), 
        to "let your light shine" for him all year long (even if you do take down your lights)? 

  B--In other words, as we begin a new year, what difference does it make that Jesus was 
       born in the first place?  

  C--Well, that's what we're going to be talking about beginning today in a new worship 
        series called "The Gift That Keeps Giving," in which we'll be unpacking six ways that 
        God's gift of Jesus at Christmas can impact our everyday lives all year long. 

3. [ROLL OUT SERIES GIFT BOX...] And to introduce these six things that God gives us 
 through Jesus, we have here... a literal gift box, and each week I'll be drawing some 
 item(s) out of it that symbolically represent that week's "gift" from God.  

 A--So, let's open the box today and see what we have...  
      [OPEN BOX... Hope Browning pops up out of it;  
  Brian:"What are you doing in there?  I was looking for something" 
  Hope: "It's me!"  ------   Brian: "No, I was expecting Hope" 
  Hope: "Yes, that's me - Hope Browning!" 
  Brian: "Oh, okay.  Well, as the new preacher, you know I'm still getting to know 
             folks, but I'm glad you're here, Hope!  Thank you for helping us out today!"  
  ...HOPE LEAVES STAGE...] 

 B--So, God's first gift to us through Jesus is... the gift of Hope!   

--II-- 

4. And today's scripture from 1 Peter 1 clearly indicates that.  Verses 3-4 says "Blessed be 
 the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ!  By his great mercy he has given us a new 
 birth into a living HOPE through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead." 
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 A--Now, these words were most likely written by a disciple of Peter in the 80s A.D.,  
      in a time when Christians in Asia Minor (present-day Turkey) were being sporadically 
      persecuted for their faith. 

 B--And the author was therefore writing to offer encouragement to believers who were 
      feeling fearful, discouraged, depressed, and in danger, urging them to endure their 
      persecution patiently by keeping in mind the new life and hope that the resurrection  
      of Jesus opened up to them. 

 C--And even though actual Greek word for "hope" (elpis) appears only a few times  
      in this book,  the blatant optimism found throughout it has often caused 1 Peter 1

      to be called the "gospel of hope" (even though its just a letter). 

5. Now, when we think of the word "HOPE" today, it doesn't always carry the same 
 meaning as what we find for biblical authors.  

 A--For example, today we might say "I hope the Braves win the World Series!" (if we're a 
      Braves fan, of course). 

 B--Or if we're running late, we might say "I hope I get to work/school on time," or 
      parents who're expecting a baby might say "We hope it's a boy/girl."  

 C--In other words, as we typically think about it, hope is a desire, wish for, or optimism  
      about some future thing, that may or may not be based on any certainty of happening  
      -- Oh, we might want it badly, and might even have a degree of confidence that it 
      may happen, but in the end it's still just guesswork.   

6. But yet, that's NOT how the biblical authors thought about hope.  

  A--For example, notice in Verse 3 that the writer doesn't just talk about "hope", in 
       general, but that God, "by His great mercy, [gives] us" (meaning... those who follow 
       Him) "a new birth into a living hope" -- e.g., one that's not "dead."  What's that mean?  

  B--Well, "dead hope" is the kind of hope we often find in the world around us -- a hope 
        that's well-intentioned, but ultimately false, because it's empty, barren, unproductive, 
        and not grounded in any real certainty (essentially: "wishful thinking"). 

  C--But "living hope" is different -- it's "living" & real because full of energy that not only 
       is assured and certain to be fulfilled, but that can produce change. 

7. So, here in these verses, the author is not sharing wishful thinking about a future that he's 
  merely guessing about, but sharing the certainty -- as certain as Jesus is alive -- that God 
  will do good to and for us in that future. 
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  A--What this is saying, then, is that Christian Hope (or "Living Hope", as we're calling it) 
        is a confidence in God which has the power to produce change in how we live.  

  B--And to base our lives on this this kind of hope means that we stop pinning our desires 
       & longings on things of the world, and instead pin them on God, who never fails.  2

8. Now, does this kind of Hope mean we won't experience trials, troubles, or suffering? No! 

  A--Listen to the CEB translation of Verses 6-7, "You now rejoice in this hope, even if it’s 
      necessary for you to be distressed for a short time by various trials. This is necessary 
      so that your faith may be found genuine... [and will] result in praise, glory, and honor 
      for you when Jesus Christ is revealed." 

  B--Remember, the original readers of this letter were more than likely experiencing 
       things like imprisonment, ridicule, and even death for their Christian belief. 
  
  C--So, "Living Hope" doesn't mean we're immune from problems, but it does mean that 
       through those, we discover what true life is about.  As Dennis Davidson once put it,... 
  "Living in the light and life of Jesus’ resurrection does not exempt us from life’s 
   evils, ills and tribulations. Yet resurrection hope does diminish the debilitating 
   power of distressing trials. We thus can not only endure, but live victoriously as 
   we experience the life and joy of Christ which is a foretaste of glory divine."  3

--III-- 

9. So, thinking about our lives today... what is it that YOU hope in? and what it that YOU 
  are hoping for in your own life?  

  A--You know, we all have mental lists of things we hope for... from things that are 
        relatively mundane and out of our control (like hoping the weather will be nice, or 
        that we'll win the lottery, or take a dream vacation, get a new car, or even hoping for 
        "re-tweets" and "likes" for our social media posts), to things that are more important 
        and within our control (like hoping to earn a descent living to support our families). 

  B--And while there’s nothing wrong with either of these kinds of hope, the only kind that 
       ultimately won't disappoint or fail us is the "Living Hope" offered in and through the 
       resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

  C--After all,... 
   1--...The power of "Living Hope" enabled Moses to part the Red Sea so the 
        people of Israel could cross on dry land. 

   2--That same power enabled the shepherd-boy David to defeat the mighty giant 
       Goliath with just a slingshot and a single stone. 
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   3--It prompted Joseph to take Mary as his wife, even though she was apparently 
        pregnant out of wedlock. 

   4--The power of "Living Hope" enabled the 12 Disciples -- with all evidence to 
        the contrary -- to experience Jesus' resurrection in the Upper Room. 

   5--That same power enabled Paul to take the gospel to the Roman Empire, and 
        later equipped Martin Luther and John Wesley to launch revivals that would 
       change the world.  4

   6--The power of "Living Hope" enabled my wife and I to get through both her 
        2006 breast cancer, and a deadly disease in 1993 during our daughter's birth.  5

   7-- And that same power will enable YOU to get through whatever it is that YOU 
         need to get through today.     6

10. Because whatever it is that you or I are facing, it's not more powerful than the "Living 
  Hope" that God has already made possible through the gift of His son Jesus. 

  A--THE MESSAGE version of Verses 3-4 puts it this way, "Because Jesus was raised 
       from the dead, we've been given a brand-new life and have everything to live for,  
       including a future in heaven -- and the future starts now!" 

  B--I love that way of describing it, ...because it points out that because of God’s gift of 
        Jesus to us, you and I have "everything [we need] to live for!" (i.e., "Living Hope").   

  C--We have a future with God in heaven, for sure.  But if we will receive that gift 
        of Hope, then that future can start here on earth now... today... as we speak! 

  D--And that Hope will make all the difference! 

11. WATCH VIDEO "Hope" (NFF, from SermonSpice.com) (modified to put scripture at 
  end of video, Total modified Time: 0:50) 

12. PRAYER:  (Before beginning prayer, invite congregants to close eyes and hold hands in 
  lap, palm open, and visualize putting in your hands those things/persons that you need  
  hope for....  Now picture in your mind Jesus standing before you, seeking to give you that 
  hope.  What would he do with that which is your hands?... What would he say?................ 
    Now let's pray... Lord Jesus, in the midst of our brokenness, pain, loss, fear and 
   uncertainty, you came to be near us and to give us a "Living Hope" that does not   
  disappoint.  As we choose to follow you, birth within us the ability to receive that Hope so 
  that whatever we are facing, we can face it with the confidence and trust that you are 
  with us, no matter what. We pray in the name of Jesus, our gift of Hope, Amen."] 

http://SermonSpice.com
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ENDNOTES: 

  According the the New Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible ("Hope"), the Greek words elpis (ἐλπίς) 1

and elpizō are the primary Greek words for hope. However,  elpis is only found eight times in Acts and 
not at all in the Gospels, and elpizo is used a total of seven times from Matthew through Acts. 

  While he's not describing it in religious or spiritual terms, in his book The Anatomy of Hope (2005) 2

Jerome Groopman (M.D.) described this same concept when he gave his definition of hope: “Hope is the 
ability to see a path to the future. You are facing dire circumstances, and you need to know everything 
that’s blocking or threatening you. And then you see a path, or a potential path, to get to where you want 
to be. Once you see that, there’s a tremendous emotional uplift that occurs.... I think hope has been, is, 
and always will be the heart of medicine and healing. We could not live without hope.” Even with all the 
medical technology available to us now, “we still come back to this profound human need to believe that 
there is a possibility to reach a future that is better than the one in the present.” [Groopman, cited from 
Dennis Davidson, A Living Hope sermon series, September 29, 2013 (1 Peter 1:3-6), found at https://
www.sermoncentral.com/sermons/a-living-hope-dennis-davidson-sermon-on-hope-179468)].

  Davidson, sermon preached September 29, 2013, found at https://www.sermoncentral.com/sermons/a-3

living-hope-dennis-davidson-sermon-on-hope-179468

  You may notice that in each of these situations, "living hope" could be thought of merely as another 4

word for biblical "faith" How does Hebrews 11:1 put it? "faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the 
conviction of things not seen." While these words describe the nature of faith, they could just as easily 
describe the nature of living hope, as well. 

  Following our daughter's birth in September 1993, Trish contracted H.E.L.L.P. syndrome, a variant of 5

toxemia that (at the time) 1 out of 4 women died from.

  Perhaps you've heard it said before, "We may not know WHAT the future holds, but we know WHO 6

holds the future" 
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